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ABSTRACT

Multi-contrast (MC) MR images are similar in structure and can
leverage anatomical structure to perform joint reconstruction espe-
cially from a limited number of k-space data in the Compressed
Sensing (CS) setting. However CS-based multi-contrast image re-
construction has shown limited performance in these highly accel-
erated regimes due to the use of hand-crafted group sparsity pri-
ors. Deep learning can improve outcomes by learning the joint prior
across multiple weighting contrasts. In this work, we extend the
primal-dual neural network (PDNet) in the multi-contrast sense. We
propose a MC-PDNet architecture which takes full advantage of
multi-contrast information. Using an in-house database consisting
of images from T2TSE, T2*GRE and FLAIR contrasts acquired in
65 healthy volunteers, we performed a retrospective study from 4-
fold under-sampled data. It was shown that MC-PDNet improves
image quality by at least 1dB in PSNR for each contrast individually
in comparison with PD-Net and U-Net architectures.

Index Terms— MRI reconstruction, Deep learning, Multi-
contrast imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most powerful
imaging techniques used to probe soft tissues within the human
body, especially those of the human brain. Included within a clinical
MRI exam, the physician has the option to exploit several contrast-
weighted MR images of the same anatomy including T1, T2, T2

∗,
FLAIR, etc., to maximize diagnostic accuracy. The corresponding
data is collected sequentially and the MR images reconstructed inde-
pendently. In the interest of high-throughput and fast MR imaging,
Compressed Sensing (CS) has been used for more than a decade to
reduce scan times [1] but at the expense of longer iterative image
reconstruction. CS MRI reconstruction has been successfully used
in hundreds of papers with several significant contributions in the
specific domain of multi-contrast (MC) image reconstruction [2–4].

This success is attributed to the capacity of viewing multiple
imaging contrasts of the same underlying anatomy that share sim-
ilar structures, as illustrated in Fig. 1 on a single brain. Leverag-
ing this shared information in an optimal way, however, requires
designing hand-crafted joint sparsity priors that go beyond the sin-
gle sparsity currently in use in classical MR image reconstruction.
Such advanced priors combine two ingredients: First, the choice of
a sparse transform or representation (e.g. graph-based wavelet [3,4])
and second, the definition of the most appropriate penalty term (e.g.
group-LASSO [5] or OSCAR [6, 7]) to combine multi-contrast in-
formation. One method to address these issues is to learn the prior

itself in a data-driven manner. Deep learning (DL) offers the ideal
framework by which to achieve this goal and has actually already
been successfully used for MR image reconstruction [8–12], notably
see the benchmark paper published in [13].

Fig. 1. Multi-contrast MR images (FLAIR, T2 Turbo spin echo -TSE
and T2 Gradient Recalled Echo) sharing similar structures.

The existing literature on DL for MC-MRI reconstruction com-
prises two contributions. The first, called joint variational net-
work (jVN) [14], has basically extended the variational neural
network originally introduced for single contrast multi-coil MR im-
age reconstruction from Cartesian under-sampled data [10]. The
second contribution entails a deep information sharing network to
exploit the structural similarity across imaging contrasts [15]. How-
ever, in this work the architecture is based on a cascade of networks
and dense connections hence significantly affecting the memory
footprint of the architecture on GPU resources.

In the present work, we propose an extension of the PD-Net
architecture to MC-MRI reconstruction. This cross-domain archi-
tecture was initially introduced for tomographic image reconstruc-
tion [16], tested as such on MRI [17] and then further extended as
XPD-Net to multi-coil MR image reconstruction [13]1. As this ar-
chitecture secured the second place at the 2020 brain fastMRI chal-
lenge [18], it naturally holds great promise for multi-contrast MR
image reconstruction. In this work we introduce the MC-PDNet ar-
chitecture that accumulates imaging contrasts as a supplementary
channel dimension which allows us to share weights in the CNN
across contrasts and limit the memory footprint. Moreover, for this
proof of concept the focus will only pertain to single-coil 2D imag-
ing and Cartesian data even though it could be easily extended to 3D
imaging and for non-Cartesian readout following the ideas proposed
in the NC-PDNet extension [19]. Finally, we present the results of
retrospective studies performed on 4-fold under-sampled magnitude-
only data extracted from the above described in-house database that
was constructed for analyzing the effects of aging on the brain. On

1Here, X stands for a wildcard and means that XPD-Net can internally
host any CNN in the k-space and image domains.



8 unseen test subjects, we show how MC-PDNet provides improved
image quality in comparison to single contrast DL architectures (PD-
Net, U-Net).

2. MODELING

In this section, we introduce a basic formulation of CS MC-MRI
reconstruction that will be reused afterwards in the DL framework
for handling the multi-contrast data consistency term.

2.1. Multi-contrast CS MR image reconstruction

Under multi-contrast setting with C contrasts, the stacked MR im-
ages can be modeled by X = (xc)

C
c=1 with xc ∈ CN×N∀c ∈ [1, C]

being a 2D MR image per contrast. Let M be the number of mea-
surements in the Fourier domain with M � N × N as we operate
in the CS setting. Then the acquired k-space data yc associated with
the cth contrast2 is given by the following idealized forward model:

yc = FΩcxc, ∀c = 1 . . . , C (1)

where FΩc is the undersampled fourier operator. In our case of
Cartesian under-sampling with masks Ωc, we get: FΩc = ΩcF,
where F is the fast Fourier transform. Note that different under-
sampling masks may be used across the multiple imaging contrasts
for boosting the signal-to-noise ratio or recovering high frequencies
in a complementary manner.

Let Ψs be an orthonormal transform (e.g. a wavelet transform)
that sparsifies xc in the sense that zc = Ψsxc is a sc-sparse vec-
tor, i.e. its support contains at most sc non-zeros coefficients. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that zc ∈ CnΨ , ∀c and denote
Z = [z1, z2 . . . , zC ]T ∈ CnΨ×C . A convenient approach to per-
form CS MC-MRI reconstruction is to seek the global minimizer of
the following convex but non-smooth cost function, which was in-
troduced in the calibrationless multi-coil MRI reconstruction [7]:

Ẑ = argmin
Z∈CnΨ×C

1

2

C∑
c=1

‖yc − FΩcΨ∗szc‖22 + λg(Z). (2)

This formulation combines the `2 multi-contrast data consis-
tency term with a group-sparsity promoting term g(·). If we as-
sume that the same sparsity structure exists across the multiple con-
trasts, the group Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
or group-LASSO penalty [5] can be used for g. However, such
sparsity structure may vary across contrasts, leading to the use of
a more flexible choice for g like OSCAR penalty term (Octagonal
Shrinkage and Clustering Algorithm for Regression) [7]. In [7, 20],
a primal-dual optimization method proposed by Condat-Vũ was used
to solve (2). It relies on the closed form expression of the proximity
operator of g, which is available in the case of group-LASSO and
OSCAR regularization (see [7, 20] for details).

After convergence, the multi-contrast images can be recon-
structed as follows: ∀c ∈ [1, C], x̂c = Ψ∗s ẑc. However, CS
MC-MRI reconstruction is more demanding in terms of comput-
ing time as compared single contrast reconstruction. Additionally,
there is no guarantee that the hand-crafted prior for CS MC-MRI
reconstruction is optimal for the set of imaging contrasts under
study as no information about the data is injected. Although dictio-
nary learning [21] has helped to tackle this limitation and build up
data-informed priors, this is done at the cost of computing time.

2Here we ignore B0 inhomogeneities artifacts and T2-decay effects.

The recent rise of large imaging databases and DL has facili-
tated the emergence of new MRI reconstruction algorithms which
efficiently use GPU processing to speed up the reconstruction times
at inference (i.e. test time) and improve the image quality at the same
time. Hereafter, we detail how we can benefit from cross-domain DL
architectures as the most promising approaches to combine the data
consistency term involved in (2) with a learned denoiser that corre-
sponds to the proximity operator of the prior g.

2.2. Multi-contrast PDNet : MC-PDNet

In our study, we have focused on the primal dual network (PDNet)
which unrolls the Primal Dual Hybrid Gradient (PDHG) algo-
rithm [22]. In this architecture, proximal operators are replaced by
convolutional operators. Additionally, we carry a buffer between the
different unrolled iterations (Nc = 12) rather than a single multi-
contrast image estimate. This buffer allows us to learn a nonlinear
acceleration scheme as explained in [23].

In this work, we adapted the originally developed multi-coil
XPDNet [13] to MC-MRI. The coil dimension in the network was
replaced with the contrast dimension. Hence, the input to our net-
work is the stacked multi-contrast k-space data Y = (yi)

C
i=1. We

discarded the parts of the network related to the sensitivity map re-
finement. We carried out a vectorized Fourier transform on all data
to alternate between the image space and k-space. We present this
multi-contrast PDNet (MC-PDNet) in Fig. 2. The components of
this network include:

• Buffer State: To include the buffer state for each contrast im-
age, we have taken the outer dimension as buffer dimension. As
input dimensions will be nsl×C×H×W ×Bdim with nsl the
number of slices, C the number of contrasts, H and W the re-
spective height and width of convolution filters,Bdim will define
the buffer size (here, Bdim = 5).

• Multi-contrast Fourier transform: Under-sampled FFT and
adjoint FFT were applied to each contrast using the same mask
Ωc = Ω,∀c for the sake of simplicity while alternating between
primal (i.e. image) and dual (i.e. k-space) domains.

• Multi-contrast Data consistency: Here, we extended to multi-
contrast imaging the measurements residual as done for the
primal-only version of the PDNet and in the winning solution of
the fastMRI challenge [24]: f(Y,Yk,Ω) = Y−MΩYk where
MΩ is the multi-contrast stacked masking operator and Yk is
the full k-space data at the kth unrolled iteration of MC-PDNet.

• Joint metrics for training: We have given equal weight to each
contrast during the training stage. The metrics used for evalu-
ating the networks are as Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
structural similarity index (SSIM). They are computed over the
35 middle slices of each volume and then averaged across con-
trasts, that is the dynamic range (used for the computation of
PSNR and SSIM) is computed on the whole volume. The pa-
rameters and definitions used are the same as in the fastMRI pa-
per [25].

By doing so, the MC-PDNet architecture jointly learns from each
contrast and improves the overall reconstruction of each contrast.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1. Data

In this study, we used 2D MR imaging dataset from Senior proto-
col acquired on a clinical 3T MR system (Magnetom PrismaFIT,
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with a 64-channel head/neck



Fig. 2. Description of MC-PDNet (reference from [16]): Input data g are retrospective multi-contrast under-sampled k-space data. Here,
the red and blue boxes represent the primal and dual networks, respectively. h0 and f0 represent the initial k-space and image respectively
which are set as zero-valued tensors. T stands for the multi-contrast Fourier operator while T ∗ represents the inverse multi-contrast Fourier
operator. Final output is the stacked multi-contrast reconstructed image.

coil array at NeuroSpin, CEA Paris Saclay, with an in-plane resolu-
tion of 1mm and slice thickness of 2.5mm. The 2D MR image size
was 256 × 256 and we had 70 slices per volume. In this study we
used the FLAIR, T ∗2 GRE and T2 TSE contrasts in each volunteer
and we left T1 images aside sa they did not match in size. The full
dataset had 65 volumes, which was split into training and validation
as 80% / 20%. 8 additional volumes were used for testing. We used
magnitude-only images in DICOM format due to the absence of
raw k-space data to take complex-valued images. We retrospectively
under-sampled the Fourier space of these images using a 1D variable
density Cartesian sampling along the phase encoding direction (see
Fig. 3). For this study, we used an acceleration factor (AF) of 4 (i.e.
25% of k-space data were used). We fully sampled the 8% in the
center of k-space to preserve the contrasts and then under-sampled
the higher frequencies randomly.

Fig. 3. Sampling mask (256× 256) used to generate under-sampled
k-space data.

3.2. Training details

Our model was trained with batch size of 1 with mean absolute er-
ror (MAE) as loss, at a learning rate of 10−3 using the ADAM opti-
mizer. We used a learning rate scheduler which reduced the learning
rate by a factor of 0.5 if the network didn’t improve for 15 consec-
utive epochs. We trained our network for 100 epochs on a Quadro
RTX8000 GPU with 48GB DRAM. The entire training process took
us 30 minutes.

4. RESULTS

We compared the proposed MC-PDNet against (i) zero-filled inverse
Fourier transform as a naive baseline, (ii) U-Net [26] with similar
filters and (iii) PDNet. Each of these networks was learned on each
contrast separately. Such comparison aims to understand if the pro-
posed architecture utilizes the complementary information conveyed
by other imaging contrasts.

Table 1. Performances on 8 test individuals at 3T (T2* GRE).
Model PSNR-mean (std) / SSIM-mean

(std)
# params

Zero Filled 30.13 (1.45) / 0.8233 (0.023) 0
UNET 35.34 (1.61) / 0.9401 (0.010) 481801
PDNet 40.55 (2.37) / 0.9763 (0.007) 381936
MC-PDNet 41.3 (1.32) / 0.9813 (0.004) 381936

Table 2. Performances on 8 test individuals at 3T (T2 FLAIR).
Model PSNR-mean (std) / SSIM-mean

(std)
# params

Zero Filled 26.38 (1.04) / 0.717 (0.022) 0
UNET 32.62 (0.94) / 0.9304 (0.008) 481801
PDNet 38.52 (1.89) / 0.9747 (0.007) 381936
MC-PDNet 41.71 (1.75) / 0.9846 (0.003) 381936

Table 3. Performances on 8 test individuals at 3T (T2 TSE).
Model PSNR-mean (std) / SSIM-mean

(std)
# params

Zero Filled 25.43 (0.96) / 0.6812 (0.017) 0
UNET 30.93 (1.65) / 0.929 (0.014) 481801
PDNet 39.05 (1.92) / 0.9829 (0.004) 381936
MC-PDNet 40.0 (2.41) / 0.9847 (0.006) 381936



Fig. 4. Reconstruction result for T2 FLAIR image (35th slice, one of the subject from test set), first column is the ground truth, second column
shows reconstructed image from each model and third column depicts the residual between ground truth and reconstructed image

4.1. Quantitative results

We present the PSNR and SSIM scores for T ∗2 GRE, T2 FLAIR and
T2 TSE in Tab. 1, 2, 3 respectively. We observe that MC-PDNet
clearly outperforms all the competing methods with SSIM scores
reaching up to 0.98 as compared to 0.93-0.94 in U-Net and 0.97 in
PDNet. Specifically, improved performance of MC-PDNet architec-
ture over PDNet was particularly observed in PSNR. This strongly
suggests that the trained multi-contrast network utilizes complimen-
tary information conveyed by the other data/contrasts.

4.2. Qualitative results

To understand the performance of MC-PDNet visually, we present
a single reconstructed slice and residual from FLAIR contrast in the
test set in Fig. 4. We clearly observe that MC-PDNet provides the
closest image to the ground truth as its residual map retains much
lesser structures. This is also corroborated with its higher SSIM and
PSNR scores of 0.9724 and 38.21, respectively.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, we proposed a novel extension of the PD-Net archi-
tecture, called MC-PDNet, to address multi-contrast MR image re-
construction. We found that such a network can exploit comple-
mentary information conveyed by other imaging contrasts through
the multiple k-space data. The information is actually shared in the
image domain where the MR images as stacked as multiple chan-
nels with common weights, thereby improving image quality. MC-

PDNet was evaluated retrospectively in the Cartesian setting on 4-
fold under-sampled multi-contrast data. However future prospect
will involve the extension to non-Cartesian acquisition by mimick-
ing the NC-PDNet [19] and possibly the validation on larger public
databases (e.g. OASIS-3).
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This Senior protocol involves a total of 100 healthy volunteers
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